Training
Materials

Let our
experts offer
recommendations
to make your life
easier.

JETPUBS provides the industry’s best, customized
experience. We work to understand your organization’s
training goals so that we can make recommendations that
enhance learning depth and efficiency. Our products are
tailored to your fleet, giving your students the most relevant
training experience possible.

Cockpit Posters1
Cockpit posters help build muscle memory, saving students
time in the aircraft and simulator. Standard sizes include:
•
Pilot Size (18” x 36”) best for individual study
•
Briefing Size (24” x 42”) best for classroom learning
•
Life Size (36” x 4’-6’) best for classroom learning
Custom sizes, folding, lamination, mounting/framing , and
other finishing are also available.
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System Schematics2
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Full color schematics are best for understanding aircraft
systems. Standard sizes include:
•
Fold Out Size for individuals (11” x 17”)
•
Briefing Size for classrooms (24” x 36”)
Custom sizes, folding, lamination, mounting/framing , and
other finishing are also available.

Static Procedures Trainers3
Build muscle memory and experience the cockpit with a
customized life size static trainer.
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Lights and Switches Guides
4

Come visit us
at booth 203
www.jetpubs.com
info@jetpubs.com

This complete, full color, compact overview of cockpit
controls is ideal for oral prep with space for notes, especially
when customized to your fleet

Customized Training Kits4
We look at what you are already providing to your students
and design a training kit that is user-friendly, learning
enhanced, and branded to help your students’ recognition,
and we take care of the logistics.

New Digital Multi-Fleet Static Trainer
Creates Training Flexibility for a Growing and
Diserse Fleet
•

Unlimited customization to match
all your cockpit configurations

•

Product dimensions and item
locations are accurate and realistic

•

A sigle trainer footprint to handle
unlimited fleet types, giving you a
deeper back up to simulator time

•

Life size, high-quality graphics
customizable to match your simulator
and/or aircraft, with the flexibility to
meet your current and future needs
* graphic similar to
final product

Your best option to save money and improve
efficiencies as a supplement for simulator time, to
practice flows, and to improve muscle memory.
Pre-orders are currently being taken.
Come visit us at booth 203
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Contact us today to set up a free
demonstration.

www.jetpubs.com

info@jetpubs.com

Complete
Manuals Services

Save time and money while
improving your manuals,
increasing the safety of your
operation, and making your
life easier.

At JETPUBS, we partner with you to provide customized solutions to increase the safety
and efficiency of your operation and your manuals. By combining our reset process, Online
Manuals Service (OMS), and iPad App, we take care of the management of your manuals, and
you are able to spend more time on the line or in the air using your manuals. We put you in
charge of your manuals without putting you to work.

Manuals Reset and Technical Publications Support
Our reset process ensures your manuals are formatted in a way that echoes your
operation’s professionalism and structure. It takes a document in its current state and converts
it to a new template or file type. This process allows for automatic updates of manual front
matter, consistent template options, and easy updating of future revisions.
Have a manuals project you need help with? We can help. Our technical publications support
offers short-term or long term help for you when you need it.

Online Manuals Service (OMS)
The JETPUBS service has forever changed the way manuals are maintained. Authors can
quickly and easily mandate their own changes, track all communication, and shorten
regulatory compliance from months to minutes. The OMS improves the efficiency of your
manual owners and authors by 40% and saves countless hours managing and verifying
compliance.
Revisions made simple
•
•
•

You focus on content while we manage formatting,
standardization, spelling, and grammar.
Reviewers can easily see the differences between
your changes and the original content.
When it is time to close your revision, JETPUBS
updates your manual’s front matter, table of contents,
and revision dates. The completed revision packet is
then ready for you to review and publish.

Contact us today to set up a free
demonstration.

www.jetpubs.com

info@jetpubs.com

Complete
Manuals Services

Save time and money while
improving your manuals,
increasing the safety of your
operation, and making your
life easier.

Compliance and Auditing
Crossreferencing made easy
•

JETPUBS allows you to link any cross reference to your manual and generate a “hot” letter
of compliance in just minutes.

iPad App
The JETPUBS iPad App offers a simple and effective solution to concerns such as
tracking and accountability, annotations, revision updates, and protection.
•
•
•
•

Intuitively interact with manuals
Push updated revisions
Control individual access to manuals
Monitor individual manual currency

Your Partner in Future Development
In an industry that is constantly evolving, the way aviation manuals are maintained is going to
experience constant innovation. We make it our number one priority to make sure you have
an advocate by your side helping you to improve the safety and clarity of your manuals so you
can focus on your core area of business and leave your manuals to the experts.

Come visit us at booth 203
Contact us today to set up a free
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